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WHAT IS FUZZING?
FUZZING

Technique for both security researchers and developers

May be a form of two testing types:

Blackbox

• There is no source code available
• You will find most security researchers or anyone looking to test the security of a proprietary or closed source project using this method

Whitebox

• There is source code available
• Most software developers will be using this on their project since they usually have the code for their own project.
MAIN GOAL

» Automate the finding of potentially vulnerable sections of a program

» Use fuzzing to reveal potential bugs through unintended or anomalous behaviors in the application being fuzzed
  - Crashes
  - Infinite loops
  - Otherwise unknown "bad" behaviors

» Claim the given program is robust enough to perform as intended or to find the bugs in the program so the developer can remediate them
Fuzzing can help you find:

- General memory corruptions (heap, stack, etc.)
- Race conditions
- Algorithmic Attacks
- Information Disclosure
- Many more! Much more research on this topic. Constantly evolving.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?
bool FuzzMe(const uint8_t *Data, size_t DataSize) {
    return DataSize >= 3 &&
    Data[0] == 'F' &&
    Data[1] == 'U' &&
    Data[2] == 'Z' &&
    Data[3] == 'Z';
}
bool FuzzMe(const uint8_t *Data, size_t DataSize) {
    return DataSize >= 3 &&
        Data[0] == 'F' &&
        Data[1] == 'U' &&
        Data[2] == 'Z' &&
        Data[3] == 'Z';
}
bool FuzzMe(const uint8_t *Data, size_t DataSize) {
  return DataSize >= 3 &&
  Data[0] == 'F' &&
  Data[1] == 'U' &&
  Data[2] == 'Z' &&
  Data[3] == 'Z';
}
POPULAR FUZZING TOOLS

**AFL++**
Brute-force fuzzer coupled with an instrumentation-guided genetic algorithm.

**BooFuzz**
Framework written in Python that allows hackers to specify protocol formats and perform fuzzing.

**Fuzzili**
Multithreaded fuzzer written for JavaScript applications.
DEMO
YOU’VE GOT QUESTIONS
WE’VE GOT ANSWERS
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